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I know from my own experience 
that patients often face difficult 
and deeply 
personal decisions about their care. 

However, I also know that even a 
person 
who decides to forgo treatment does 
not necessarily choose death. 

Rather, he chooses life without 
the burden of disproportionate 
medical intervention.

~Joseph Cardinal Bernardin

Somebody should tell us 

right from the start of our lives 

that we are dying. 

Then we might live life to the 
limit every minute of every 
day. 

Whatever you want to do, do 
now. There are only so many 
tomorrows.

~Pope Paul VI



Advance Care Planning Consultation
Consultation Provided by James L. Robinson
Certified Respecting Choices® First Steps Advance Care Planning Facilitator
Date:
Begin Time:
End Time:
Total Time of Visit:
Others Present in Consultation:  None
Does patient currently have Advance Directives?
Were copies of Advance Care Planning documents and information packet given to patient?
Were Advance Directives filled out in office? No
Notes:
Topics Discussed:  Advance Care Planning purpose, ACP documents (Medical Power of Attorney and Advance Directive 
to Physicians), reasons for filling out documents, relieving healthcare decision-making burden on family, ensuring that 
patient's wishes are followed, hospital required to ask at admitting if patient has AD documents.
<<Patient visit-specific comment here>> ; patient very receptive to listening to ACP explanation; discussed filling out 
Medical Power of Attorney and Advance Directive to Physicians, discussed who should have copies and where copies 
should be kept; discussed making copies for  <<Dr. Name>> and other specialist providers; discussed travelling with 
documents, making digital iPhone copy; discussed digital In Case of Emergency (ICE) application; discussed DNR and 
differences with AD; gave patient set of AD documents with information packet.
Billing Code:   99497



Complete both Advance Directive documents today!
Medical Power of Attorney
Advance Directive to Physicians and Family or Surrogates

Keep original documents in a file at home.  Keep several copies readily available.
Review your end-of-life healthcare wishes with your physician and give copies of 

Advance Directive and MPOA to your primary care physician and other providers.
Give copies to family members, your Medical Power of Attorney and MPOA alternates.
Discuss your end-of-life wishes and review your Advance Directives with your family 

and Medical Power of Attorney annually.
If you travel, take copies with you.
Scan copies to your iPhone or tablet.
If admitted to the hospital, take Advance Directive documents with you.
Encourage all adults in your family to complete Advance Directive documents.







What have we learned?
The Time commodity.  The cloud of Urgency.

This is not “The Conversation.”

Provides an introduction into Advance Care Planning.

Patients are overwhelmingly appreciative.

Need to identify “champions.”

Physicians need educating too.

Respect the patient.

Respect the physician.

Completing Advance Directive documents in the 

physician’s office is challenging.



Where are we going?
Make ACP conversations available to all CPG 
Family Medicine patients.
Potential :   7,000 – 9,000 AWV patients per year 
within CPG.
Train existing staff to hold conversations.
Toward a robust system-wide ACP Department.
In patient:  encourage all new admits complete 
AD documents.
In patient:  work with Hospitalists/ICU 
docs/palliative care docs toward sustainable 
ACP Facilitator as part of the Palliative Care 
Team.
In Patient:  System enhancements to bring AD 
document retrieval within one or two “clicks.”





Questions?
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